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This paper is devoted to the problem of the realisation of homology classes

of a PL-manifold by PL-submanifolds.

The present study is founded on the consideration of Thorn complexes

M{PLk), M{SPLk) for PL-microbundles which is defined by R. Williamson [5].

We shall apply Thorn's method [4] to PL-manifolds.

The author is grateful to Professors R. Shizuma and K. Shiraiwa for their

kind criticisms.

1. Generalities

Following Milnor [3] and Williamson [5] we shall work in the category

of locally finite simplicial complexes and piecewise linear maps (briefly, PL-

maps) .

A mapping F : K-+L between locally finite simplicial complexes is PL-map y

if there exists a rectilinear subdivision K1 of K so that / maps each simplex

of Kf linearly into a simplex of L.

Let X be a locally finite simplicial complex and Y be a closed subspace of

it. Then we shall say that Y is a PL-subspace of X, if Y can be triangulated

so that the inclusion i : Y-*X is a PL-map. It follows that some subdivision

of Y is a subcomplex of some subdivision of X (cf. Williamson [5], § l). Given

two such triangulations the identity is a PL-homeomorphism from one to the

other.

Let Vn be a closed PL-manifoldl) of dimension n. Then we shall say that

Wp is a PL-submanifold of dimension'/*, if Wp is a closed PL-manifold of
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*) This work is partially supported by Yukawa Fellowship.
ι> By a PL-manifold we shall mean a combinatorial manifold.
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dimension p and a PL-subspace of Vn.

In the following we suppose that Vn is a closed PL-manifold of dimension

n. Let Wp be a PL-submanifold of dimension p. The inclusion map i : ΐ7* -* 7 r t

induces the homomorphism i* : #/>(W*, Z2) -»#/>(Fn, Z2). Let 0 S ^ ( Γ , Z2)

be the image by ί* of the fundamental class w of the PL-manifold WΛ Then

we say that the homology class z is realized by the PL-submanifold Wp. Let

Vn be oriented, and W* be an oriented PL-submanifold of dimension p. The

inclusion map i: Wp-> Vn induces the homomorphism ι* : Hp( Wp, Z) -*Hp(Vn, Z).

Let z<s Hp(Vn, Z) be the image by ί* of the fundamental class w of the oriented

PL-manifold Wp. Then we say that the homology class z is realized by the

oriented PL-submanifold Wp.

Here the following questions are considered : Let a homology class z mod

2 of the PL-manifold Vn be given. Is it realisable by a PL-submanifold?;

Let an integral homology class z of the oriented PL-manifold Vn be given. Is

it realisable by an oriented PL-submanifold?

2. Thom complexes M(PLk), M(SPLk)

We shall recall the definition of Thom complexes for PL-microbundles (cf.

Williamson [5], §4). Let ξ be a PL-microbundle:

ξ : B(ξ)-^E(ξ)-£*B(ξ).

Let E be an open neighborhood of h{B{ξ)) in E{ξ) such that E(~) - E is a

PL-subspace of £( ί ) . If £(£) - £ is a strong deformation retract of E[ξ) - h{B{ξ))y

we shall say that E is an admissible neighborhood in Williamson's sense. Then

we call the quotient space formed by collapsing E(ξ) - E to a point * a T/ww

complex of ί (although it may not be locally finite at *) and denote it by T(ξ)

or Tκ(ς). We point out that Te(ξ) - i*AB{ξ)) is contractible.

Let U be any neighborhood of h(B(ς)) in £(£). Then there exists an

admissible neighborhood E in Williamson's sense such that E is open and ~E<^U.

Moreover, the homotopy type of TF\ς) does not depend on the particular choice

of an admissible neighborhood E (cf. Williamson [5], §4).

We know that for each n there exists a universal PL-microbundle for fibre

dimension ;/
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and a universal orientable PL-microbundle for fibre dimension n

(cf. Milnor [3], §5, Williamson [53, §2). For T(nPLn))tT{T(SPLn)) we

write M(PLk), M(SPLk) respectively.

Let ς be a PL-microbundle of dimension n. A PL-microbundle ξ is considered

as a topological microbundle. Therefore, by Kister [1], there exists an admis-

sible neighborhood Eiξ) of h{B(ξ)) in Kister s sense such that {Ex(ξ), j*\Ei(ξ), B{ς)}

is a fibre bundle with fibre Rn and structure group HQ(n). We have the Thom

isomorphism

ψϊ : #°(5(~), Z 2 )~># n (£i(£), Eχ(ς) - U(B(ξ)) I Z2),

(cf. Milnor [2]). As is remarked above, there exists an admissible neighborhood

E of h{B{ξ)) in Williamson's sense such that E is open and £ c £ i ( ~ ) . Now

we consider n-th cohomology group of Thom complex TR(ξ) :

Hn(TAξ), Z2) =Hn(E{ξ)/E(ς) -E; Z2)

)y E(ξ)~E; Zz)

Z2)

Z2),

where the last isomorphism is the excision. We shall denote this isomorphism

by CF% Composing two isomorphisms φ* and CE, we have

eκ°φΐ : H\B(ξ)t Z2)—+Hn{TE(ξ), Z2).

Let ω denote the unit of the cohomology ring H*(B(ξ)t Z2). The cohomology

class U^Hn(Tκ{ξ)} Zi) defined by

U\ = ί/r°f*(ω)

will be called the fundamental class of Thom complex 7M?) In the case where

£ is orientable, we have the Thom isomorphism

ψt : H\B(ς), Z>->Jϊ r t(EΛ?), Et(ξ) - U{B{ξ)) Z)

and the fundamental class U*&Hn(TE{ς),Z), in quite an analogous way

(cf. Milnor [2]).

We shall denote by Un the fundamental classes of Thom complexes M(PLn)

and M(SPLn), and ψt the Thom isomorphisms of universal PL-microbundles

T(PLn) and 7\SPLn).
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3. Fundamental theorem

DEFINITION. We say that a cohomology class u&Hk(A, Z2) of a space A

is PLk-realisable, if there exists a mapping / : A-*M{PLk) such that u is the

image, for the homomorphism / * induced by /, of the fundamental class Uk of

the Thorn complex M{PLk). We say that a cohomology class u&Hk(A, Z)

of a space A is SPLk realisable, if there exists a mapping / : A ->M{SPLk) such

that u is the image, for the homomorphism / * induced by /, of the fundamental

class Uk of the Thorn complex M{SPLk).

Then we have the following

THEOREM. Let Vn be a closed PL-manifold of dimension n.

a) In order that a homology class z e Hn-k(Vn> Z2) k>0, can be realized by

a PL-submanifold Wn~k ivhich has a normal PL-microbundle in Vn, it is necessary

and sufficient that the cohomology class u^Hk(Vn> Zz), corresponding to z by the

Poincarέ duality, is PLk-realisable.

b) Let Vn be oriented. In order that a homology class 2 c Hn-k(Vn, Z), k>0y

can be realized by an oriented PL-submanifold Wn~k which has an orientable normal

PL-microbundle in Vn, it is necessary and sufficient that the cohomology class

u&Hk(Vn, Z)f corresponding to z by the Poincarέ duality, is SPLk-realisable.

Proof. We shall prove the case a) of the theorem. The case b) can be

proved quite in parallel with the case a).

ί) Necessity. Suppose that there exists a PL-submanifold Wn~k in Vn which

have a normal PL-microbundle of dimension k

v : B{v)^E{u)^>B{v) = Wn'k.

The normal PL-microbundle v is induced from the universal PL-microbundle

T(PLk) : ^ ^

by a mapping / : Wn~k-+B(PLk). Therefore, there exists a mapping / : E(v)

-*E(PLk) such that the following diagram

E(v)-~>E(PLk)

f

-—>B{PLk)
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is commutative. The universal PL-microbundle T(PLk) admits an admissible

fibre bundle

Ά{PLk) = {EΛPLk), jklEiiPLk), B{PLk)y R\ HQ(k)}

in Kister's sense (cf. Kister [1]). Moreover, by the uniqueness of the admissible

fibre bundle (cf. Kister [1]), the induced bundle f*Γi(PLk) is an admissible

fibre bundle

{£i(Λ hlEiiu), B(v), Rk, Ho{k)}

of the normal PL-microbundle v. Since / maps E(v) - i*{B(v)) into E(PLk) -

ik(B{PLk))> the following diagram

7
Hk(E(v), E(p) - u{B{v)) Z2) <— H\E{PLk\ E(PLk) - ik(B(PLk)) \ Zt)

1 Cf\Eι(v))*
k ) Z2)< ί Hk(EiiTk), E^Tk) - ik{B{PLk)) I Z%)

H\B{v)y Zt)*— H\B(PLk), Zz)

is commutative, where a are the excision isomorphisms (cf. Milnor [2]), and

Eι(Tk) denotes E^PLk).

Let Ek be an admissible neighborhood of ik{B(PLk)) in E{PLk). Let us

denote by g : E(v)-*M{PLk) the composite map, pof of / : E{v) -+E(PLk) and

the natural projectionp : E(PLu) ->JB(PLJS?)/E(PLk) -Ek^ M(PLk). Now we can

define mapping g : Vn-*M(PLk) such that g|.E(iO =,§• it is sufficient to map

Vn -E(p) to the point *. Then we have the following commutative diagram:

Hk(Vn, Zι) \

ή X
Hk(Vn, Vn- Wn~k; Z2) Hk(MίPLk), Z2)

r

Hk{E(p), E(v) - lXB{v)) Z2)<—Hk(E{PLk), E{PLk) - ik(B(PLk)) Zt),

where y* is the relativisation and β is the excision isomorphism.

Then we have
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where ψ(iw) is the Gysin homomorphism of the inclusion map iw : Wn~k-+Vn.

Therefore,

- Dv° (iw)*(w)

= Dr{z) = «,

where LV and Λf are the Poincare dualities of Vn and Wn~h, respectively.

it) Sufficiency. Suppose that there exists a mapping / of Vn into M(PLk)

such that f*{Uk) = # . The Thorn complex M{PLk), deprived the point *, is

considered as a locally finite simplicial complex, and the PL-subspace B(PLk)

has the normal PL-microbundle ϊ\PLk) in M{PLk) - *. By the theorem 3.3.1.

in Williamson [5], we have a mapping fu homotopic t o / , ί-regular for (p,

T(PLk)), where v is a normal PL-microbundle of fϊ\B{PLk)) in Vn. However,

by the lemma 4.2. in Williamson [5], fϊ\B(PLk)) is a PL-submanifold Wn'k

in Vn. Moreover, by the definition of /-regularity, the induced PL-microbundle

ffϊXPLk) is isomorphic to v. We know fϊ(Uk) =/*(ί7*) =«. Then, as in

the case i), we can see that the PL-submanifold Wn~k realizes the homology

class z, corresponding to u by the Poincare duality.
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